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The image is not available for color: Top Reviews Latest Popular Reviews All products featured on Allure are independently chosen by our editors. However, if you buy something through our retail links, we can earn affiliate commission. The Super Bowl was over a month ago, but we're still recovering from J.Lo's epic halftime performance. In fact, we'd do
just about something to replicate her gorgeous hair look (and channel her energy) from that night. So when we saw that one of the tools that J.Lo's hairstylist Chris Appleton used in his arsenal recently became a best seller on amazon, we had to find out why. Tangle Teezer's Ultimate Finisher Brush, which he used to perfect her waves right before she went
on stage, comes from a brand that has won several Best of Beauty awards in recent years. So, we're surprised Amazon customers love it so much? Definitely not. To be honest, there are few who could resist the opportunity to get their hands on the brush that has Chris Appleton and Jennifer Lopez's stamp of approval. (Not us, that's for sure.) Ultimate
Finisher Brush has over 2,000 rave reviews on Amazon, with many shoppers touting how gentle it is and its ability to work on all hair types. The best part? Tangle Teezer Ultimate Finisher Brush is also currently on sale for $17 (originally $20). Folks on Amazon aren't the only ones singing its praises, either. The allure of digital assistant beauty editor, Angela
Trakoshis, is a huge fan and says it is a game-changer for long hair. If you have really long hair, a good brush is an essential necessity. The Ultimate Finisher has been my holy grail since its inception, she says. My favorite way to use it is exactly as they recommend: on dry hair. I usually use my curling wand as usual and then run a brush with my hair after
I'm done, which helps to separate the curls and create a more effortless looking wave. Like the tangle of Teezer's other brushes, the Ultimate Finisher features super-soft (and in this case, extra-long) teeth that gently glide through the hair without creating too much tension, making it a fabulous option for anyone with fine or brittle hair who is prone to fracture.
As the name suggests, it is also designed to be used on dry hair to style and finish off the look, which is what Appleton uses in this particular case. In addition, it acts as a charm wig, weaves, and extensions - a major bonus for those who wear synthetic hair regularly. Now read more about the hair products and tools we love: Done reading? Now watch 100
years of iconic hairstyles: You can follow Allure on instagram and twitter, or subscribe to our newsletter to get an update on all things beauty. © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates
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